
 
Monday: 

 
Engage: One good thing. 
 
Explore/Communicate: Watch youtube video about parts of a conclusion paragraph. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvs9IpA5O2s 
 
Empower: Come up with your conclusion paragraph and began rewriting the finish outline so it 
looks like an essay. 
 
Launch: Did you hear about the race between the lettuce and the tomato? 
 

Tuesday 
Engage: One Good thing  
 
Bellwork/Explore:  In your Journal, write how your day would go if you had super powers.  
 
Communicate/Empower: Finish copying outline into a final essay version.  
 
Launch: Where do pencils go for vacation? 
 
 

Wednesday 
 
Engage: One Good thing 
 
BELLWORK/Explore: Have person behind you read your journal and write one thing they 
like about it. If you are in back row, give it to person in front row. 
 
Communicate: Go over directions of how students will write their own essay Against Uniforms. 
 
Empower: Use the rest of class to read and highlight parts of the article you think are important. 
Here is the link of the “Uniforms-Pro/Con” article if you want to work on it at home so you can 
make double sure you don’t have homework this weekend:  
 
https://school-uniforms.procon.org/view.answers.php?questionID=001903 
 
Launch: Why did girl spread peanut butter on the road? 
 

 
 
  



Thursday 
Engage: One good thing. 
 
 
Explore/Communicate/Empower: Go to computer lab and began typing your own essay 
arguing against uniforms. Both essays, the one we did as class for uniforms, and the one you 
do on your own in the computer lab against uniforms, are due on Monday. YOU ONLY HAVE 
TO HAVE 2 BODY PARAGRAPHS FOR THIS ESSAY! NOT THREE! I strongly suggest working 
on it tonight so you can get a head start and make sure you don’t have homework this weekend. 
Write the paper on your School google account in google docs. Here is the link to the article that 
you can use to find supporting details: 
https://school-uniforms.procon.org/view.answers.php?questionID=001903  
 
Launch: Why do bananas put on sunscreen? 
 

Friday 
Engage: One good thing. 
 
Explore/Communicate/Empower:  Go to computer lab and continue typing. Essay due 
tuesday. Again, here is the link for the article so you can work on it this weekend if you have to: 
https://school-uniforms.procon.org/view.answers.php?questionID=001903 
 
Launch: A man arrived in a small town on Friday. He stayed for two days and left on Friday. 
How is this possible? 


